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New AFT Heavy duty Hydraulic Wheel Trencher accesses difficult
areas with ease

The HW60 is a new hydraulic wheel trencher developed by
AFT Trenchers Ltd based in Sudbury, Suffolk, UK who
manufactures a wide variety of trenchers for civil
engineering and cabling contractors.
This compact trencher is designed to be mounted onto skid
steer loaders with a "high flow" option. The combination of heavy duty trencher and
loader is the ideal solution for fast and tidy trenching in difficult conditions where
access is limited. It will cut the narrowest of trenches even when trenching in concrete
and compact aggregate,
The advantages are reflected in increased operational
productivity and reduced costs of back fill materials and
labour. Demand for this type of equipment is particularly
high for engineering and construction projects in populated
areas.
AFT Trenchers Ltd recently announced a significant partnership with a major
telecommunications company in India. Their trenchers are now all across India working in
extreme conditions which include 45° temperatures and heavy monsoon rainfalls.

For a number of years now, AFT Trenchers Ltd has optimised the MH100 to be a
powerful hydraulic chain trencher mounted onto the arm of an excavator using an
adjustable 360° turntable.
By placing the excavator in an offset position, this highly versatile trencher can be used
in canals, down embankments, in roads and road verges and over traffic safety barriers.
Recent major contracts in newly emerging countries like Turkmenistan and Algeria have
focused on the versatility of the MH100 and AFT Trenchers is proud of its success in
this field of expertise.
To meet the needs of civil engineering tasks using a tractor, AFT Trenchers Ltd has
designed a new reinforced chassis for the AFT100 PTO driven
chain trencher. With their special heavy duty chain and bullet
teeth this rugged trencher can dig in very difficult ground
conditions, such as through 200mm of concrete.
This has led to several contracts in newly opened markets such
as Poland and Hungary.
AFT Trenchers will be looking to further develop these
markets in the future.

For more information and full technical data contact on 01787
311811, Email: info@trenchers.co.uk or go to the AFT website:
www.trenchers.co.uk

